Sample Dissertations Submitted for the MSc in Spatial Planning
at DIT Environment & Planning

The following dissertations, which received a 2.1 honours grade or higher, are available for reading in the DIT Bolton Street Library.


Crowley, Sean. DIT, 2017. The Future of Older Person’s Residential Development: Opportunities and Challenges and the Role of Planning in Facilitating such Development

Montague, Andrew. DIT, 2017. “Business over the Shop”, a Case Study Investigation of How Upper Floors Above Commercial Ground Floors are being used in Dublin’s City Centre.

Galvin, Paula. DIT, 2014. Rationalisation of Waste Management Regions: How can the rationalisation of waste management regions from ten to three ensure the delivery of key waste infrastructure for the State?


Moran, Brian. DIT, 2014. The effect of Local Government Reform on civic and administrative structures within historic Irish towns


Dunne, David. DIT, 2012. Land use and transportation in Ireland: Is the Irish government’s 10 percent electric vehicle policy looking to the future or looking to the past?

Tobin, Deirdre. DIT, 2012. What are the likely implications of uncertainty in flood risk modelling for planning in urban areas?


Hanratty, Therese. DIT, 2010. A study of the existing and proposed urban grain of Henry Street and environs and is it adequate to promote a vibrant retail core?

O’Dwyer, Frederick. DIT, 2010. The protection of upstanding monuments in Britain and Ireland since 1845 with particular reference to England and Ireland.
O’Neill, Frank. DIT, 2010. An investigation into the attitudes of highly skilled non-national workers residing in Dublin to certain spatial matters

Geddes, Mark. DIT, 2009. Gender & cycle use in Dublin: lessons for promoting cycling

Walsh, William. DIT, 2009. The role and impact of spatial planning policy development at the national and county level on wind energy development in Ireland

Hastings, Amy. DIT, 2008. Daylight access, its historical and legal context and the planning system in Ireland

Reilly, Patricia B. DIT, 2008. The five minute city: a community based charter and correlating accessibility with local facility provision


Bergin, Helena. DIT, 2006. Conflict or challenge? Facilitating universal access into protected structures in Ireland

Coleman, Mandy. DIT, 2006. The implementation of Part V of the Planning and Development Act 2000 as amended by the Planning and Development (Amendment) Act 2002 with particular emphasis on the option to transfer completed units

Coyle, Margaret. DIT, 2006. Making urban green spaces in Dublin’s inner city


Ryan, Aine. DIT, 2006. Implications of Cultural Diversity for Planning Practice in Ireland

Garde, Chris. DIT, 2005. Dublin: City of Villages

Goulding, Ester. DIT, 2004. The role of development control in the implementation of wind energy policy in Ireland